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Structure of the course 

u Session types: subtyping 
u Behavioural contracts: CFSMs, BPA 
u The synchronous case 

n  Session subtyping ≈ Contract refinement 

u Asynchronous communication 
n  Asynchronous session subtyping 
n  Async. subtyping ≈ Async. refinement 
n  Positive and Negative implications 
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Session types           [ESOP98] 
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u A type discipline for communication-
based concurrent programming 



(Simple) session types 
u A minimal syntax for session types: 
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(Simple) session types 
u A minimal syntax for session types: 

Selection 
among 

outputs  

Branching 
among 
inputs  Recursion Termination 
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(Simple) example 

u A session type for a service: 
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(Simple) example 

u A session type for a service: 

u A session type for a client: 
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(Simple) example 

u A session type for a service: 

u A session type for a client: 
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Are the client protocol and the  
service protocol compatible ? 



Compatibility between dual types 

u A protocol is always compatible with its 
dual (i.e. the specular protocol) 
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Liskov substitution principle 
         [ToPLaS94] 

u All protocols with a session type which 
is subtype of the dual are compatible 
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Session subtyping       [ActaInf05] 
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Output Covariance and  
Input Contravariance 

u Output Covariance  
n  subtype may have a subset of outputs  
n  example:  

 

u Input Contravariance  
n  subtype may have a superset of inputs 
n  example: 
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Session subtyping       [ActaInf05] 
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Our simple example 
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u A synchronous subtyping relation: 



Our simple example 
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               ? ? 
u A synchronous subtyping relation: 

n  unfold of the supertype: 



The subtyping simulation game 
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Structure of the course 

u Session types: subtyping 
u Behavioural contracts: CFSMs, BPA 
u The synchronous case 

n  Session subtyping ≈ Contract refinement 

u Asynchronous communication 
n  Asynchronous session subtyping 
n  Async. subtyping ≈ Async. refinement 
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Behavioural contracts 

u An operational model for concurrent 
communicating processes 
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Behavioural contracts 

u An operational model for concurrent 
communicating processes 
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Communicating Finite-State 
Machines (CFSMs)          [JACM83] 
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Process Algebraic Contracts [CAV04] 

u CCS used to model behavioural contracts 
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Basic Process Algebra (BPA) 

u CCS used to model behavioural contracts 
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Basic Process Algebra (BPA) 
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u Operational semantics defined as a 
labeled transition system (LTS): 



Basic Process Algebra (BPA) 
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u Operational semantics defined as a 
labeled transition system (LTS): 



Coincidence between  
BPA and CFSMs 

u The operational semantics of a process 
algebraic contract is a finite LTS, that 
can be interpreted as a CFSM 

u Given a CFSM, it can be interpreted as 
a finite LTS, and it is possible to 
synthesize a process algebraic 
contract whose operational semantics 
is isomorphic with it 
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I have “cheated”.. ;-) 

u Actually, CFSMs are deterministic ! 
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Two transitions from 
the same state with 
the same label 

Not admitted by CFSMs 



Contract composition 

u Behavioural contracts communicate by 
performing complementary actions 
n  We use         to denote the (parallel) 

composition of two contracts 
n  The operational semantics of contract 

compositions is given by a transition system: 
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Contract composition 
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Successful 
completion 



Contract compliance 

u Two contracts are compliant when 
their composition is correct: 
n  i.e. all possible computations 

w terminates with successful completion, or 
w never terminate 
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Contract compliance 

u Two contracts are compliant when 
their composition is correct: 
n  i.e. all possible computations 

w terminates with successful completion, or 
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u Question time: are 
 
 
compliant ? 
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NO ! 



Contract compliance 

u Two contracts are compliant when 
their composition is correct: 
n  i.e. all possible computations 

w terminates with successful completion, or 
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Contract compliance 

u Two contracts are compliant when 
their composition is correct: 
n  i.e. all possible computations 

w terminates with successful completion, or 
w never terminate 

u Question time (2): are 
 
 
compliant ? 
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YES ! 



Structure of the course 

u Session types: subtyping 
u Behavioural contracts: CFSMs, BPA 
u The synchronous case 

n  Session subtyping ≈ Contract refinement 
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n  Asynchronous session subtyping 
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Contract refinement 

u A contract C’ refines a contract C if it is 
a compliance-preserving substitute: 
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u A contract C’ refines a contract C if it is 
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Contract refinement 

u A contract C’ refines a contract C if it is 
a compliance-preserving substitute: 

u Question time: is 
                               a refinement of 
                                           ? 
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NO ! 



Contract refinement  ≠ 
Session subtyping 

u We have that                          is not a 
refinement of 
n  Consider the discriminating contract 

which is compliant with the latter but not 
with the former 

u .. while we know that the session type 
                                      is subtype of 
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Observation 

u In session types 
n  output internal choices     are treated 

differently from input external choices 
n  see e.g. output covariance and input 

contravariance 

u While in BPA input and output are 
treated specularly 
n  .. we need a different operational 

model for contracts ! 
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Session contracts         [MSCS14]  

u No-mixed deterministic choices 
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Session contracts         [MSCS14]  

u No-mixed deterministic choices,  
with output selection 
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What about the  
counter-example? 

u Question time: now that we restricted 
to session contracts, reconsider the two 
contracts 

 
 

n  is it possible to find a discrimating contract? 
w compatible with the latter and not with the former 
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counter-example? 
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contracts 

 
 

n  is it possible to find a discrimating contract? 
w compatible with the latter and not with the former 
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NO ! 



(Session) Contract refinement  ≈ 
Session subtyping 

u Natural mapping from session types to 
session contracts 

u Theorem: 
n  Given two session types T  and S : 

T  is a subtype of S   if and only if  
[[S ]] is a session contract refinement of [[T ]] 
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Conclusion for the 
synchronous case 

u Session contracts give an operational 
interpretation to session types 

u Session subtyping coincides with 
compliance-refinement for session 
contracts 

u The Gay-Hole algorithm can be used 
to check contract refinement on session 
contracts 
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Asynchronous Subtyping [ESOP09] 

u Besides output covariance / input 
contravariance a subtype may have outputs 
anticipated w.r.t. inputs  
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contravariance a subtype may have outputs 
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Synchronous Session Subtyping 
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Input Context                  [I&C15] 

u Using input contexts: 
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Asynchronous Session Subtyping 
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Our previous example 
 
u How to prove that these two types are 

actually in asynchronous subtyping relation? 
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Our previous example 
 
u How to prove that these two types are 

actually in asynchronous subtyping relation? 

n  the input context to be used is 
                         with the holes filled  
with              and              , respectively               
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Question time 

u Are 
 
 
in subtyping relation?  
Which is the subtype?  
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Question time 

u Are 
 
 
in subtyping relation?  
Which is the subtype?  
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YES ! 



Question time 

u Are 
 
 
in subtyping relation?  
Which is the subtype?  
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YES ! 
The latter 



Question time 

u Are 
 
 
Can we automatize this check? 

      [CONCUR19] 
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Demo time! 



Question time 

u Consider  
a server protocol: 
 
 
and a client protocol: 
(! : outputs, ? : inputs) 

  
n  are they compatible considering 

asynchronous communication? 
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Solution 

u Usual approach 
Consider the dual of  
the server protocol: 
 
 
and check whether the  
client protocol is  
an asynchronous subtype 
(we can try to use the CONCUR19 tool) 
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Solution 

u Usual approach 
Consider the dual of  
the server protocol: 
 
 
and check whether the  
client protocol is  
an asynchronous subtype 
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Demo time! 

The tool allows us to reply positively ! 
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Asynchronous contracts 

u CFSMs communicate via FIFO queues 
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Asynchronous contracts 

u CFSMs communicate via FIFO queues 
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ko ok 



FIFO Process Algebra 
u PA enriched with FIFO queues: 

n  Rules for consuming messages 
 
 
 
and for sending messages 
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Remember: 
Contract compliance 

u Two contracts are compliant when 
their composition is correct: 
n  i.e. all possible computations 

w terminates with successful completion, or 
w never terminate 
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Remember: 
Contract compliance 

u Two contracts are compliant when  
their composition is correct: 
n  i.e. all possible computations 

w terminates with successful completion, or 
w never terminate 

u Re-define composition and successful 
completion for the asynchronous case: 
n  Contract composition: 
n  Successful completion:  
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Question time 

u Are 
 
 
 
compliant ? 
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Question time 

u Are 
 
 
 
compliant ? 
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YES ! 



Remember: 
Contract refinement 

u A contract C’ refines a contract C if it is 
a compliance-preserving substitute: 

 
u This definition applies also to the 

asynchronous case 
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Question time 

u Is  
 
a refinement of 
                                                       ? 
n  is it impossible to find a  

discrimating contract? 
w compatible with the latter and not with the 

former 
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a refinement of 
                                                       ? 
n  is it impossible to find a  

discrimating contract? 
w compatible with the latter and not with the 

former 
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YES ! 

Demo time! 



Pay attention ! 

u We have used a (safe) algorithm for 
session subtyping, not an algorithm 
to check contract refinement! 
n  But.. do they coincide also in the 

asynchronous case? 
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Async. contract refinement  ≈ 
Async. session subtyping [SEFM19] 

u Additional restriction  
(besides session contracts): 
n  Session types/contracts cannot have 

infinite sequences of input 
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Async. contract refinement  ≈ 
Async. session subtyping [SEFM19] 

u Additional restriction  
(besides session contracts): 
n  Session types/contracts cannot have 

infinite sequences of input 
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u The type 
is not an asynchrononous subtype of 
                                 because there 
exists no input context for the latter  
(infinite sequence of l1 input choices) 



u If we restrict to session types and 
session contracts without infinite input 
loops, we have the following .. 

u Theorem: 
n  Given two session types T  and S : 

T  is an asynchronous subtype of S    
if and only if   [[S ]] is an asynchronous 
contract refinement of [[T ]] 
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Async. contract refinement  ≈ 
Async. session subtyping [SEFM19] 



Structure of the course 

u Session types: subtyping 
u Behavioural contracts: CFSMs, BPA 
u The synchronous case 

n  Session subtyping ≈ Contract refinement 

u Asynchronous communication 
n  Asynchronous session subtyping 
n  Async. subtyping ≈ Async. refinement 
n  Positive and Negative implications 
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Positive implications 

u Session contracts give an operational 
interpretation to session types also in 
the asynchronous case .. 
n  .. under some additional restriction 
n  Asynchronous session subtyping coincides 

with compliance-refinement for 
asynchronous session contracts 

n  Async. session subtyping definition can be 
used to prove contract refinement  
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Negative implications      [I&C17] 

u Asynchronous session subtyping (hence 
also contract refinement) is undecidable! 

n  No general algorithm to check asynchronous 
session subtyping/contract refinement 
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Safe algorithmic characterization 
                                             [CONCUR19] 

u Subtype check that replies with  
True, False, or Maybe 
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Demo time! 



Algorithms for restricted cases 
                                                   [TCS18] 

u Algorithms for restricted cases: 
n  Bounded buffers 
n  Single-out: the output choices have 

always only one label  
w No internal choices, as in a reactive service   
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Related work 
u Orphan-message free subtyping  [LMCS17] 

n  Messages are eventually consumed 

n  Also this subtyping is undecidable [FOSSACS17] 
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Future work 

u Design algorithms that better 
approximate asynchronous subtyping 

u Apply asynchronous subtyping into 
session type tools/languages 

u Consider the multiparty case: 
n  Synchronous case recently studied 

                                                 [JLAMP19]  
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Thank you! 

u .. for your patience   ;-) 
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